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Identification of Currency for Collection Purposes
By George

As collectors talk or correspond about their hobby,
there is always a problem of exactly identifying the
particular piece under discussion. Various methods have
been suggested to identify currency. One method assigns
consecutive numbers to various major varieties. Such
a system is fine if you have an exceptional memory
and/or if you have the necessary reference always avail-
able. Another method uses a coded numbering system
which indicates denomination and such date as whether
or not the bill is a Silver Certificate, U. S. Note or
Federal Reserve Note, etc. However, a recent system
so proposed still requires a fine memory (and/or chart)
to associate a catalog number with a particular note.

There is proposed herein a different numbering system
which instantly provides the reader with far more infor-
mation without need for as much memory work as re-
quired by former systems. The new system is also
readily expandable by the simple addition of suffixes to
add considerable detailed information indicative of such
things as:

denomination
series year
series year letter
the type of note, i.e., Silver Certificate, U. S. Note, etc.
sub-variety
serial number
Federal Reserve district for Federal Reserve Notes
front plate number
plate position on uncut sheet
rear plate number

Virtually all the above information may be copied
directly from the original note.

For many collectors much of the detailed information
would be superfluous. However, each collector is entitled
to concern himself with as much detail as he desires. A
universally recognized means for conveniently com-
municating specialized detail is long overdue.

It is believed that nearly every collector will always
want to be able to identify at least the denomination, type
(i.e., Silver Certificate, etc.) and series year. Accord-
ingly, if you were identifying one of the new $1 Federal
Reserve Notes the following designation is suggested:

1 F 1963--which means:

1	 denomination ($1)
F 	 Federal Reserve Note
1963 series year
—	 no letter following series year

Later when signatures change and a letter follows the
series year a bill might be identified as: 1 F 1963 A; note
that the dash is replaced by the "A" as printed on the
bill.

W. Killian

With some bills there are important sub-varieties. For
example, the 1 S 1935 D (S now stands for Silver
Certificate) has two different backs. Accordingly, a digit
may be added to indicate the particular sub-variety in
question. For this item of information either a memory
or a reference must be consulted. In the present example
a "1" (one) will be used to indicate the first type back
(i.e., the so called Type I or narrow reverse) and a "2"
(two) for the other back. Thus there are two varieties
of $1 1935 D's as follows:

1 S 1935 D 1 	 and
1 S 1935 D2

The $1 1935 G exists with and without the motto "In
God We Trust" on the back. For these bills a similar
designation would be used thus:

1 S 1935 G 1
	

(without motto)
1 S 1935 G 2
	

(with motto)

Some collectors are interested in the letters that make
up the serial number and/or the number itself. Thus a
suffix can be added with as much detail as may be re-
quired. For example, you could add B. . . D if it is de-
sired to indicate only the first and last letters of the
serial number, or B80609793D to indicate the full serial
number.

If more detail is required, it might to be specify front
plate numbers. (These are the small digits located at
the lower right, not the preceding letter, only the digits).
If this information is given the required digits might be
added thus:

5 F 1950 C - B80609793D 251 	 which means:
5	 $5 denomination
F 	 Federal Reserve Note
1950 series year
C	 series year letter

major variety, or no sub-variety known to
exist

B	 B the specific serial number and letters
251 the front plate number

Next it may be desired to know the issuing district
if the note is a Federal Reserve Note. This information
is actually already given by the first letter of the serial
number. In the illustrated case the bill is from the
second or "B" Federal Reserve Bank (which is New
York, New York).

Another detail which may be desired is identification
of the original position of the note on the uncut sheet.
By mathematical analysis the position could be deter-
mined, as there is a relationship between the position
and the serial number. However, to avoid work it is
believed that in this case redundancy is desirable, and
the letter or letter and digit appearing in the upper left
corner of the front of the bill should be added to the
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designation. The illustrated case would now be: 5 F 1950
C - B . . .D 251 Q, where the "Q" indicates original posi-
tion. Note that the letter preceding the front plate num-
ber was not given as it is always the same as the position
letter.

About all that is left is the rear plate number which
may be added to give 5 F 1950 C - B . D 251 Q: 2408.
Note the use of the colon ( :) before the rear plate
number. The colon is used to indicate that any informa-
tion following the colon comes from the reverse of the
bill, or more specifically, to remove any doubt which
might make one think the position was Q2 and the rear
plate number 408. Of course, there is no such position
as Q2, but the position might have been E2 if we had
been talking about one of the new $1 Federal Reserve
Notes. Accordingly, use of the colon is recommended.
Also the use of space between the various items of in-
formation is suggested.

Although it has not been stressed, it is believed that
it should be noted that the sequence of providing the
information in the identifying number provides a number
having groups of numbers and letters which alternate.
For example the parts of the identification are made up
as follows:

Part No. Number Letter Meaning

1
	

x	 denomination
2
	

x 	 type (i.e. Silver Certificate,
U. S. Note, etc.)

3
	 x 	 series year

4
	 x	 series year letter (use "-" if

no letter)
5
	 x 	 sub-variety (use "-" if only

one type)
6
	 x	 first letter of serial number

(which is Federal Reserve
District if it is a Federal
Reserve Note)

7
	 x 	 serial number; use ". .." if

number is not an important
detail.

8
	 x 	 last letter of serial number;

(use "*" for either letter
if there is a star in place of
the letter.)

9
	 x 	 front plate number

10
	

[x]	 x	 position letter (and digit if
applicable)

II
	

:x	 rear plate number; note use
of colon.

Part 1: The denomination is listed as I, 5, 10, etc. for $1, $5,
$10, etc.

Part 2: S = Silver Certificate
U = U. S. Note
F = Federal Reserve Note
G = Gold Certificate
B = Federal Reserve Bank Note (National Currency)
N = National Bank Notes (National Currency)

3: as printed on the bill
4: as printed on the bill
5: arbitrary designations. If arbitrary designation is not

known the use of "0" is suggested and a word or note

at the end may be used. For example, the Hawaii
bill with the brown seal might have its designation end
with "Hawaii" or "brown seal". Other examples will
readily occur to those with extensive knowledge of
our currency.

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11: as printed on the bill.

The foregoing method of describing currency is in-
tended to relate only to the so called "small size" (pres-
ent size) currency.

Naturally the sequence of providing the information
must always be the same. As noted, the sequence has
been chosen to alternate between numeric and alphabetic.
Also it is believed that the details have been listed in the
approximate order of their importance to most collectors.
Those collectors who do not need detailed information
can stop the identification after any part they choose.
For example, the general public stops after part one, the
denomination!

One very specialized group of collectors will be con-
cerned with the charter number of the various National
Banks as printed on the face of the National Bank Notes
(designated "N" in Part 2 of the description). Such
numbers have up to five digits and indicate the specific
issuing bank. For those interested in this detail it is
suggested that the applicable digits be placed either at
the very end or perhaps more conveniently between
Parts 2 and 3.

It is believed that use of the proposed system would
define modern U. S. currency with sufficient precision for
nearly all collectors and dealers without the need to
resort to long descriptive phrases and to memorize long
lists of arbitrary numbers. In most cases bills could
be discussed and/or advertised using only the first
four parts, i. e., the denomination, type and series year.
However, the remaining parts of the designation may
be used when expedient.

Comments concerning the proposed system would be
welcomed by the author.

It's in the Books
By Earl Hughes

QUESTION: Are any chartered banks of Canada still
operating?

ANSWER: "Of the 98 banks which opened since 1800
and were in operation for a time, only nine remain;
thirty nine failed; fifty paid off and gave up or were
absorbed. The nine are, The Bank of Montreal, Bank
of Nova Scotia, The Toronto-Dominion Bank, La Banque
Provinciale du Canada, Royal Bank of Canada, The
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Banque Canadienne
Nationale, The Imperial Bank of Canada, and Barclay's.
The Bank of Toronto and The Dominion Bank merged
a few years ago. Previous to that time they had both
been carrying on an honorable banking business for
about one hundred years." —The Guide Book of
Canadian Coins Paper Currency and Tokens. Third
Edition. By H. C. Taylor and Somer James
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